Abstract. In the vector space of algebraic curvature operators we study the reaction ODE
Introduction
The Ricci flow, introduced by Richard Hamilton [4] , is a geometric evolution equation on Riemannian manifolds. Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary. A smooth 1-parameter family g(t), t ∈ [0, T ] of Riemannian metrics on (M, g) is said to satisfy the Ricci flow starting at g if the following equation holds (1.1) ∂g(t) ∂t = −2Ric g(t) , g(0) = g.
One also considers normalized Ricci flows where the flowg(t) is of the formg(t) = f (x, t)g(t) where f : M × [0, T ] → R + is a positive smooth function. A well studied example is when f (x, t) = vol(g(t)) −2 n . We will refer to the corresponding equation (1.2) ∂g(t) ∂t = F (g(t))
as well as the solution curveg(t) as a normalized Ricci flow abbreviated as NRF. A Riemannian metric g 0 is said to be a stable fixed point of the NRF (1.2) if the normalized flowg(t) starting at g 0 is identically equal to g 0 and there exists a neighborhood of g 0 such that the normalized flow starting at any point in that neighborhood converges to g 0 . We will call such a neighborhood stable. One observes that suitable normalizations of the Ricci flow are needed as fixed points of the unnormalized flow (1.1) are Ricci-flat i.e., do not even include the round metric, whereas Einstein metrics that are not Ricci-flat can be realized as fixed points of some NRF. One would like to find the largest possible stable neighborhoods of stable fixed points of the NRF (1.2). For instance, results due to Böhm-Wilking [2] and BrendleSchoen [3] show that the round metric on sphere is a stable fixed point of a suitable
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NRF and neighborhoods of this metric consisting of Riemannian metrics with 2-positive curvature operators and strictly quarter pinched curvature respectively are stable.
To understand the stability of a fixed point g 0 of (1.2), we go back to (1.1) and study the reaction ODE associated to the evolution of Riemann curvature operator along (1.1). In general, it may not be possible to infer the stability of g 0 solely by analyzing the behavior of the reaction ODE near the corresponding curvature operator R g0 . But in some cases using Hamilton's maximum principle, one might be able to do so. This is briefly explained below.
Under the (unnormalized) Ricci flow (1.1) the Riemann curvature operator R = where
R(t)
is a homogenous quadratic expression in the components of R. The ordinary differential equation corresponding to the reaction term of (1.3) is the following homogeneous ODE of degree 2
We denote the space of algebraic curvature operators i.e., the vector space of selfadjoint endomorphisms of ∧ 2 R n satisfying the Bianchi identity, by S 2 B (∧ 2 R n ). Hamilton's maximum principle [4] for tensors says that a closed convex O(n)-invariant subset C of S 2 B (∧ 2 R n ) which is invariant under (1.4), is a Ricci flow invariant curvature condition i.e., metrics on compact manifolds whose curvature operators at each point lie inside C, evolve under the Ricci flow into metrics with the same curvature property.
In order to use the maximum principle to show the stability of a fixed point g 0 of (1.2) one constructs a 'pinching family' of closed convex O(n) invariant sets around R g0 in S 2 B (∧ 2 R n ). This has been accomplished for positive curvature operators by Böhm-Wilking [2] and for quarter pinched curvature operators by BrendleSchoen [3] . In these cases the existence of a pinching family implies that R g0 is a stable fixed point or zero of a suitable normalization of the reaction ODE (1.4) .
In this paper we study the zeros of (1.4) for a specific normalization where the solution curves have constant scalar curvature one. Let s(R) denote the scalar
s(R(t)) satisfies the following equation
where we use
(which follows from formula (3.1)) and the fact that the open half space {R ∈ 
One further observes that the modified ODE (1.6) has the special property that curvature operator of any Einstein (locally) symmetric space with unit scalar curvature is a zero of it. More generally, curvature operator of the Riemannian product M × R k , where R k denotes the Euclidean k-space with k ≥ 0 and M is any (locally) symmetric Einstein manifold with unit scalar curvature, is a zero of (1.6) ( See Proposition 4.2 for details).
Define the vector field Q on the hyperplane
One first observes that
) is a closed Einstein manifold with unit (respectively zero) scalar curvature, then at each point p ∈ M , the curvature operator R p of g is a zero of Q (respectively Q) if and only if (M n , g) is locally symmetric (respectively flat).
In dimension 4 we have the following stronger converse which is valid in a purely algebraic set up.
Theorem 1.2. (1). The only algebraic curvature operator
which is a zero of Q is the zero curvature operator.
is an Einstein algebraic curvature operator (i.e., the Ricci tensor of R is a scalar multiple of the identity of R 4 ) which is a zero of Q, then R is the curvature operator of a (locally) symmetric space with unit scalar curvature.
Our next result classifies the algebraic curvature operators in all dimensions, that are zeros of Q of Ricci type (i.e., with vanishing Weyl component). One notes that the curvature operator of any (locally) conformally flat manifold is of Ricci type.
is an algebraic curvature operator of Ricci type which is not a multiple of the identity operator and Q(R) = 0, then up to the action of the orthogonal group, R is the curvature operator of S n × R corresponding to the standard product metric normalized to unit scalar curvature.
For dimensions greater than 4, the full set of zeros of Q or all the Einstein zeros of Q are not known to us. Even in dimension 4 it is not clear if there exists a zero of Q, other than the curvature operator of S 2 × R 2 , which is neither Einstein and nor of Ricci type.
Our main result is the following Theorem 1.4. The reaction ODE (1.4) behaves unstably near the curvature operator of the Riemannian product M ×R k for k ≥ 0, where M is an Einstein symmetric space with positive scalar curvature and not a spherical space form when k = 0.
The author would like to thank Harish Seshadri for suggesting this problem and his guidance. Thanks are also due to Thomas Richard for making some crucial observations related to this paper.
Preliminaries
Let ∧ 2 R n denote the exterior 2-product of R n . The canonical inner product on
n induced by the standard inner product on R n is such that {e i ∧ e j } i<j is an orthonormal basis of
n is identified with the Lie algebra so(n) via the linear map x ∧ y : R n → R n defined by (x ∧ y) : z → y, z x − x, z y, for x, y, z ∈ R n . With this identification so(n) has the inner product A, B = − The wedge product A ∧ B of two linear endomorphisms A, B of R n is a linear endomorphism of ∧ 2 R n defined by
Denote the space of self-adjoint linear endomorphisms of R n and ∧
denotes the space of traceless self-adjoint linear endomorphisms of R n . Following Hamilton [5] we define the sharp operator # :
n and {ωα} is an orthonormal basis of ∧ 2 R n . It follows that A#B = B#A. Following Hamilton, we denote A#A by A # . We define the bilinear operator Q :
Following Huisken [7] we define the trilinear form tri on S
Using the symmetry of #, it can be checked that tri is symmetric in all three components.
Definition 2.1. The vector space of algebraic curvature operators is defined as follows
n ) is said to satisfy the Bianchi identity if
for an orthonormal basis {ei} n i=1 of R n . Let Ric0(R) denote the traceless part of Ric(R) and s(R) = tr(Ric(R)) the scalar curvature of R.
n ) has the following decomposition into three O(n) invariant, irreducible and pairwise inequivalent subspaces
where I = R(id∧id) denotes the scalar multiples of the identity operator on ∧ 2 R n ;
denotes the space of algebraic curvature operators with traceless Ricci tensor and W = ker(Ric) denotes the space of Weyl curvature operators i.e., algebraic curvature operators with vanishing Ricci tensor.
Then any algebraic curvature operator R can be uniquely expressed as
where RI, R Ric 0 , RW denote the projections of R onto corresponding irreducible components of 
The vector fields Q and Q

It it easy to see that for
Huisken [7] observed that Q is a gradient field i.e., Q = ∇P where P is the smooth real valued function on
The Ricci tensor and scalar curvature of Q(R) are the following (see [4] , [5] )
where {e i } is an orthonormal basis of R n and R ikjl = R(ei ∧ e k ), (ej ∧ e l ) . We will interchangeably use the notation Q to denote the vector field and the bilinear operator mentioned earlier.
Using (3.1) it follows that Q defined earlier is a vector field on the hyperplane S1 (defined in Section 2), since s( Q(R)) = 0 when R ∈ S1. However it can be checked that the modified vector field Q, is not a gradient field.
Remark 3.1. One observes that in order to infer the stable (respectively unstable) behavior of the original (1.4) near an algebraic curvature operator R 0 , it suffices to prove that R 0 is a stable (respectively unstable) zero of (1.6) as the modified ODE (1.6) is obtained by normalizing the ODE (1.4) by its scalar curvature and reparametrizing it as follows.
Let R(t) : t ∈ [0, T ] be a solution curve of the ODE (1.4) such that s(R(t)) > 0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]. Then one can normalize the curve R(t) by its scalar curvature s(t) = s(R(t)) and the normalized curveR(t) = R(t) s(t) satisfies the equation
which is an increasing function with S = ϕ(T ) Then R(τ ) = (R • ϕ −1 )(τ ), τ ∈ (0, S] is a 1-parameter family of curvature operators satisfying the equation
Hence studying the stability (instability) of a curvature operator with respect to reaction ODE (1.4) is equivalent to studying the same with respect the modified ODE (1.6).
We now discuss some useful properties of Q. First recall the definition of the restricted holonomy group Hol 0 p and the holonomy Lie algebra hol p at each point p on a Riemannian manifold (M, g). Also recall the following classical proposition.
is locally symmetric, then hol p is generated by the curvature transformations R(v, w) as above.
In light of the above proposition, we define the algebraic analogue of the holonomy algebra as follows. This definition suffices for our purpose as we mainly consider curvature operators of (locally) symmetric spaces. Proof. It suffices to show that Q(R)(ρ) ∈ hol(R) for any ρ ∈ so(n). Let {ξj}
be an orthonormal basis of so(n) such that {ξj } m j=1 spans hol(R). Here N and m denote the respective dimensions of so(n) and hol(R). Given any ρ ∈ so(n) and
as all surviving terms must have k, l ≤ m and then
We now focus on a special class of curvature operators:
is said to be a product curvature operator if there exist positive integers n1, n2 with n = n1 + n2 and curvature operators Ri 
We then have the following simple proposition:
The proof is immediate from the definition of a product curvature operator. An easy consequence of the above propositions is the following Corollary 3.7. Q preserves the product structure i.e., if
is a product curvature operator, then
is also a product of Q(R 1 ) and Q(R 2 ) as defined above.
The following Proposition describes few more well known and imprortant properties of Q.
In particular,
(3). For R ∈ Ric0 and S, W ∈ W ; one has tri(R, S, W ) = 0 = tri(S, R, I) and Q(S, R) ∈ Ric0 .
is a curvature operator of Ricci type, then one has
Proof. The first part follows immediately from (3.1). The second part follows from [2] (Lemma 2.1).
The third part can be proved using part 1 and observing that for S, W ∈ W ;
Using part 2, it follows that Q(S, I) = S + S#I = 0 for S ∈ W . This shows that tri(S, R, I) = tri(S, I, R) = 2 Q(S, I), R = 0.
The last part of 3 follows immediately from the rest.
For the fourth part see [2] (Lemma 2.2).
Zeros of Q and Q
In this section we describe the zeros of Q and Q that are curvature operators of symmetric spaces and also prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Note that if Q(R) = 0, then using (3.1) one obtains s(Q(R)) = Ric(R) 2 = 0 i.e., R is Ricci flat. One further observes that
) be a closed Einstein manifold with unit ( respectively zero) scalar curvature. Then the Riemannian curvature operator R is a zero of Q (respectively Q) at each point in M if and only if (M, g) is locally symmetric (respectively flat).
Proof. Let (M n , g) be Einstein with unit scalar curvature. Then the (0, 4) curvature tensor R g satisfies the following identity (see [8] , page no. 40)
where Q(R g ) is the (0, 4) tensor which induces the self-adjoint linear operator Q(R) p on ∧ 2 T p M for each p ∈ M. Again due to unit scalar curvature, we have Ric g 2 = 1 n and by our assumption,
Combining these two it follows that at each point in M, ∆R g = 0. Since (M, g) is closed, it is equivalent to saying that R g is parallel and (M, g) is locally symmetric.
The converse is easy to see as the curvature operator of every locally symmetric Einstein manifold with unit scalar curvature is a zero of Q by the above identity (4.1).
For the Ricci flat case the proof is similar.
Next one observes that
be symmetric Einstein manifolds such that the curvature operator of the product space (M
) is a zero of Q whereg is the product metric normalized to unit scalar curvature. Then eitherg is Einstein or one of g 1 , g 2 is flat.
Proof. Let λ i denote the Einstein constants of g i , i = 1, 2. Theng = (n1λ1 + n2λ2)(g1 + g2) and at least one of the constants is nonzero as s(g) = 1.
Consider an orthonormal basis {ei}
at a point (m1, m2) ∈ M1 × M2 where 
where Q(Rg)(x, y, w, z) = Q(Rg)(x, y, w, z).
As Rg is parallel, using (4.3) and (4.2) one obtains
Let both the constants be non zero. Then Q(Rg) = Ricg 2 Rg gives
As none of g 1 , g 2 is flat, this means
i.e.,λ 1 = λ 2 andg is Einstein.
If one of the constants is zero then the corresponding metric is flat. For definiteness, let λ2 = 0. Then g 1 is Einstein with unit scalar curvature i.e., λ1 = Since a symmetric space can be decomposed into Riemannian product of irreducible symmetric spaces and Euclidean space, it follows that Proposition 4.2 describes all the zeros of Q corresponding to curvature operators of (locally) symmetric spaces.
The question still remains whether there exist algebraic curvature operators that are zeros of Q or Q which can not be realized as the Riemann curvature operator of any (locally) symmetric space. Where we do not know the complete set of zeros of Q or Q in full generality, we give a full description of the zeros of Q and Einstein zeros of Q in dimension 4 and also zeros of Q of Ricci type in all dimensions as follows. First we prove that
) be a zero of Q. Then R is the zero operator.
Proof. The Hodge star operator * :
where θ ∈ ∧ 4 R 4 denotes an orientation on R 4 , is an involution and has eigenvalues ±1.
One has the following orthogonal decomposition
denote '± ′ eigen spaces of * respectively. Let R ∈ S The above proof requires the orthogonal splitting of ∧ 2 R 4 which is not true for dimensions more than 4. Unlike dimension 4, in higher dimensions an eigen basis of an Einstein curvature operator R need not always diagonalize Q(R) and one fails to get such a simplified expression for Q(R).
For Einstein zeros of Q in dimension 4 we prove the following
is an Einstein zero of Q, then up to the action of the orthogonal group, R is one of the following (1) Curvature operator of the round metric on S 4 normalized to unit scalar curvature, (2) Curvature operator of the standard product metric on S 2 × S 2 normalized to unit scalar curvature, (3) Curvature operator of the Fubini-Study metric on CP 2 normalized to unit scalar curvature.
be an Einstein zero of Q i.e., s(R) = 1 and
It suffices to show that R has same eigenvalues as one of the curvature operators mentioned in the hypothesis. Following Proposition 4.4, the matrix of R with respect to a basis of ∧ 2 R 4 which respects the orthogonal decomposition ∧ Id i.e., the only eigenvalue is Id.
Since R is Einstein, so is Q(R)which is also diagonalized by the eigen basis of R and Q(R
As in Proposition 4.4, the matrices of Q(R ± ) with respect to the ordered bases are where µ is a positive number. It follows that the only non trivial solutions to this system are
These give all possible eigenvalues of R ± which coincide with those of the curvature operators enlisted in the hypothesis, and the proposition follows.
The list of algebraic curvature operators given in Proposition 4.5 describes (up to scaling) all the curvature operators of (locally) symmetric Einstein 4-manifolds with positive scalar curvature. One can thus say that in dimension 4 an algebraic Einstein curvature operator R with positive scalar curvature satisfying Q(R) = λR, must be the curvature operator of some (locally) symmetric 4-manifold. Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 together complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
For dimensions greater than 4 one can not say much about the full set of Einstein zeros of Q. Although for zeros of Q of Ricci type we prove that
) be a zero of Q of Ricci type which is not a multiple of the identity. Then up to the action of the orthogonal group, R is the curvature operator of the standard product metric on S n × R normalized to unit scalar curvature.
Proof. It suffices to show that R has the same eigenvalues as the curvature operator of the product metric on S n ×R normalized to unit scalar curvature. By assumption, R is of the form R = 1 n(n+1) I + R Ric 0 and R Ric 0 = 0.
Ric0(R) ∧ id. Injectivity of the map A → A ∧ id for a self adjoint endomorphism A of R n+1 , gives Ric0(R) = 0. Using Q(R) = Ric(R) 2 R and Proposition 3.8, one sees that
Combining (4.8) and (4.9), one obtains (Ric0(R) ∧ Ric0(R))W = 0 and
Using the injectivity of A → A ∧ id, the last equation reduces to
Here R is diagonalized by an orthonormal basis {ei ∧ ej} where {ei} n+1 i=1 is an orthonormal basis of R n+1 diagonalizing Ric0(R). Then it reduces to proving that Ric0(R) and the traceless Ricci tensor of the normalized product metric on S n × R have same eigenvalues.
Let λ i be the eigenvalue of Ric0(R) corresponding to the eigenvector ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1. Then tr(Ric0(R)) = i λi = 0. As Ric0(R) = 0, at least two of the λ i s are not equal. Then for each i,
Using (4.11) one obtains (4.12) 1 n(n + 1)(n − 1)
Using (4.10) one gets
where Ai is the self-adjoint endomorphism of R n+1 given by Ai(ej) = δijej with {ej } as above. It follows that Ric(ξ1) = 0 = Ric(ξ2) i.e., ξ1, ξ2 ∈ W . Then (4.13) gives (λ2 − λ3)(λ1 − λ4) = 0 and
Without loss of generality, assume λ1 = λ4 i.e., λ2 = λ3. It follows from the last equation above that (λ2 − λ4)(λ1 − λ2) = 0. For definiteness let λ1 = λ2 i.e., λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = λ4.
Choosing ξp = A1 ∧ A2 + Ap ∧ A4 − A1 ∧ Ap − A2 ∧ A4 ∈ W for each p ≥ 5 and proceeding as before, one obtains λi = λ say, for i = 4. Consequently, λ4 = −nλ. Using (4.12) it follows that λ = 1 n(n+1)
. Thus the eigenvalues of Ric0(R) are precisely those of the traceless Ricci tensor of the normalized product metric on S n × R as discussed in Proposition 5.4 in Section 5.
Stability of the reaction ODE
In this section we analyze the stability of the ODE (1.4) near the curvature operators R of symmetric spaces satisfying small Q(R) = λR, λ > 0. It follows directly from the following proposition which was suggested to us by Thomas Richard, that (1.4) is unstable near Einstein curvature operators R that are not multiple of identity and satisfy Q(R) = λR. Proof. Observe that for an Einstein curvature operator R 0 as in the hypothesis, one has s(Q(R
W and it follows from the hypothesis and the properties of Q(R) mentioned in Proposition 3.8 that 
is a solution to the ODE (1.4) for f as above and the product function αf satisfies
Consequently, we obtain α =
Normalizing the solution curve R(t) by the norm of its Weyl curvature, one observes that
λ . This proves the proposition. n . Then it follows that an Einstein curvature operator R with unit scalar curvature satisfies Q(R) = λR if and only if R is a zero of Q.
In particular, Proposition 5.1 directly proves the unstable behavior of the ODE (1.4) near the curvature operators of Einstein symmetric spaces which are not space forms and have curvature operators R satisfying small Q(R) = λR, λ > 0.
5.1. Stability of non-Einstein zeros of Q. The earlier method fails in proving the stability of a general zero of Q. In general, using standard ODE technique one notes that in order to prove that an algebraic curvature operator R which is a zero of Q, is unstable, it suffices to show that the derivative operator D Q(R) : S 0 → S 0 has eigenvalues with positive real part. First we describe the derivative of Q as follows.
The Given R ∈ S 1 , it is straightforward to check that
where tri is the trilinear form on
From the above equations it follows that for an arbitrary
where α ∈ {1, ..., N1} and β ∈ {1, ..., N2}. Thus D Q(R) : S0 → S0 is not self-adjoint in general. This in particular proves that Lemma 5.3. Q is not a gradient field on S1.
Using (5.4) one sees that in particular, when R is of Ricci type: Then, R, ξ β = 0, ∀β and D Q(R) is self-adjoint. With this observation, we prove that Proposition 5.4. The curvature operator of S n × R with respect to the standard product metric normalized to unit scalar curvature, is an unstable zero of Q.
Proof. The standard product metric g p on S n × R has constant scalar curvature n(n − 1). Then the normalized metric g = n(n − 1)g p on S n × R is a conformally flat symmetric metric whose curvature operator R is a zero of Q at each point p ∈ S n × R.
Consider any arbitrary point
be an orthonormal basis of the tangent space Tp(S n × R) with respect to g such that {ei} n i=1 spans T x S n .Then one observes that the curvature tensor of g is as follows
Also one has the following Now for any ξ ∈ W using Proposition 3.8 we see
This shows that all the directions in W serve as stable directions for D Q(R). Similarly, for any ρ ∈ Ric0 we have
where A is the traceless diagonal matrix given by A = 2
, where for each k, (1 ≤ k ≤ n); D k is the traceless diagonal matrix of order n + 1 with 1, −1 respectively at kth and (k + 1)th diagonal places and zero elsewhere. Clearly, ρ is a unit vector in Ric0 and
Thus for n ≥ 3, D Q(R) has eigenvalues of both signs. This shows that there exist solution curves to the associated ODE (1.4) emerging from R above and moving away and the proposition follows.
Again this shows the unstable behavior of the reaction ODE (1.4) near the product curvature operator of S n × R.
Let R be the curvature operator of the product space M × R k where M is an Einstein symmetric space with positive scalar curvature and not a space form. We prove the following result as a Corollary to Proposition 5.1
n+k ) be a product curvature operator of the form
is an Einstein algebraic curvature operator with positive scalar curvature satisfying Q( R) = λ R for some λ > 0. Assume further that R is not a multiple of identity operator. Then the ODE (1.4) behaves unstably nearȒ. In fact, with suitable normalization there exists a solution curve to (1.4) emerging from a point nearȒ and approaching a curvature operator R λ which is of the form
Proof. Using Corollary 3.7 it follows that for a curvature operator R of the form
The rest of the proof goes along the similar lines as Proposition 5. Note that the Corollary 5.5 does not hold when R is the curvature operator of S n × R k , k ≥ 1. A proof of the unstable behavior of Q near curvature operator of S n × R k , k ≥ 1; is given by the following proposition Proposition 5.7. The behavior of the reaction ODE (1.4) is unstable near the product curvature operator of S n × R k with respect to the standard product metric.
It will be evident from the proof of the above proposition that in particular, there exists solution curves to the ODE (1.4) which emerge from the curvature operators of S n × R k and approach the curvature operator of the spherical space form of dimension n + k.
Proof. We follow Hamilton's method [6] to conclude the desired result. Consider an orthonormal basis B = {e i ∧ e j } of ∧ xe i ∧ e j if 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n; ye i ∧ e j if i ≤ n, j ≥ n + 1; ze i ∧ e j if i, j ≥ n + 1.
Note that the curvature operator of S n × R k with respect to the product metric satisfies the above equations for x = 1, y = z = 0. Also the curvature operator of S n+k with respect to the round metric satisfies the above equations for x = y = z = 1.
Identifying ∧ 2 R n+k with the Lie algebra so(n + k) canonically and using the standard Lie bracket relations among the basis elements of B it follows that if R satisfies (5.6), then Q(R) is of the following form Q(R)(e i ∧ e j ) =      (n − 1)x 2 + ky 2 e i ∧ e j if 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n; y y + (n − 1)x + (k − 1)z e i ∧ e j if i ≤ n, j ≥ n + 1; (k − 1)z 2 + ny 2 e i ∧ e j if i, j ≥ n + 1. n−1 i.e.,
which corresponds to the following solution x → 1, z → 1, y = 1 of the associated system (5.9). This clearly says that there exist solution curves to the original system with 
